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THE KINGDOM OF GOD …

IS WITHIN. .

• Perfecting our work on the earth within three realms or
“Kingdoms.”
• Proclaiming the “Kingdom of God” within to others…
• Simple Living Foods, agency, and the Kingdom within.
by Brother David Cassani

The Kingdom of God within each of us.
Greetings: In the year 2000, just before this work was unfolded to

me regarding a parallel role to the Church — I was prepared by having
an awakening experience come to me - where the spirit taught me for
three days through my personal history, about how our emotional

histories are stored in our bodies. Entirely new ways to look at health,
life, the atonement, the ﬁeld of medicine, and relationships unfolded.

Some of us block the promptings that come or are not open to receive all
that Lord wants to give us. Hoping or asking for your openness, I will

touch on a few of these areas, to illustrate how our openness and integrity
are so key to this work and for those interested, how statements from our
Prophets have spoken of this in the past.
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Our divine spiritual nature (anatomy) and the natural man are

designed within each of our seven centers of life and operate with

complete integrity. Likewise, the garden of eden and fallen world are
reﬂections of what is within all mankind, in other worlds we have

divinity and the natural man designed into our natures. These patterns

or symbols of the outside, allow the spirit with agency to teach and testify
to us what is inside or unseen. Look for patterns of outside, inside,
outside, inside, outside inside, outside, inside —in the temple.

Being open to what we are seeing on the outside - brings a message of
something we need to learn inside - and is a great journey of heavens
way of teaching us. Once we are open, and allow complete integrity

(emotional integrity) with God to unfold, we can make choices and

progress down a path of spiritual learning, clearing of both personal sins
and ancestral patterns of illness or ill health. This must be experienced,

yet, I would encourage complete emotional integrity, and going TO your
pains within - such that they can teach you or you can learn lessons

intended from every painful experience or trauma stored in the body and
memories.

Our choices determine which nature prevails or directs our progress

or path. Will we listen to our natural man mind —to control and

manipulate the world, or tune into our divine mind - learning the power
of correct use of authority (divine love) and how to command the

functions of our head to speak, … seek, and say only truth -trusting in
heavens guidance. Will we be open to move beyond blame to what we

need to learn about our health connections and our emotional history?
What about the other centers of life and how we learn in each of them.
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I have grown to appreciate or learned that with these eyes of

understanding…. the Book of Mormon is the most correct book… in

that charity is pure love and a gift bestowed to us through our hearts,
opening us to the divine nature of others. Other gifts and discerning
aspects of each center can be learned with openness and integrity as
foundations of an education, and ask a foundation of the Book of
Mormon.

Each of the simple living centers are designed for learning and

growth. When we learn the right questions to ask or the right questions to
listen for —-we can begin a path of growth using complete integrity and

guidance from the heavens and earth. Many in the world are challenged

when we speak honestly about issues at work, or speak so personally with
complete integrity, or even when we are that open to speak honestly at
Church about experiences coming to our minds in the moment.

Through integrity with ourselves and others, …we can ﬁnd our

path… and are here to have joy, learn a healthy path for ourselves —and
for our posterity. Asking or receiving the right questions to ask —is one

key. Our ancestors will minister to us regarding this work of community

growth, personal health, and development with the Church. The patterns
for understanding the fullness of the Gospel.

This month….. I have been asked to ask you that have eyes to see

this fullness, …to proclaim to the world this Kingdom of God within.

This will require each of you to explore it within yourselves. Repeating
phases I have shared is not what I believe the spirit is asking.

Many of you have and are skilled in working with this new

language. For others —this is rather foreign or “eastern” as the case may
be, and bridges between western views and eastern views are helpful to
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explore. Consider working with those with gifts in communication and
social media.

I am not one of those with such gifts and struggle with writing. I would
ask those who are to support gifted to help Proclaim this work —to go

forth, not the work of the political kingdom of God at this time, but the

work of the Kingdom of God within each of us. I know God will bless
you as you see the doors open to do this.
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To endowed women of the Church
I received this message on April 11th, 2018 while listening. Let me
provide some background. I was introduced to this political work in 2010. It
was ten years after learning personally from the spirit - much about the
Kingdom within; how we store our emotional history, how we can command
stresses within us to leave —how we can be ready or prepared to let go of
them, and how to ask for divine help in removing stresses that store in our
bodies or memories. The work within and with our ancestors can help us
on the path of finding joy and rejoicing with our posterity on this earth and
in heaven.
When we learn our lessons, these stresses can be removed from us. This
type of learning proceeded the work with the political kingdom of God I
received and I invite each of you to consider sharing this journey of the
kingdom within… on the internet through Facebook and where appropriate
with ward Facebook pages.
We are designed for a path of divine learning or the spiritual path of
education — that changes how we teach and learn with others in the
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Church, how we can work with the spirit within us, and how we progress
using complete integrity in business - as we find this process unfold in
teams, or in councils.
In that light, this proclamation was streamed to me recently - during a quiet
reflection and meditation.
• Proclaim to the LDS communities this work (the Kingdom within) on
Facebook, LDS websites and ward web pages.
• Proclaim the Kingdom of God “within” has been more fully made known
to us to assist with health needs in our day. The mission of health is
primarily the role of our individual bodies and understanding how we can
be aligned with life and peace and not fear and illnesses of our time. (this is
not the responsibility or role of a Church and we might say the Church is somewhat
handicap in telling us what to do. We must depend on personal revelation and personal
relationship with God. )

• Proclaim that Joseph Smith understood the kingdom within, and that it
was what he called the Living Constitution within us, as understood in the

new historical papers released from the First Presidencies oﬃce in 2010 regarding the pattern for the Council of Fifty, and revealed to me for this
community eﬀort. An eﬀort the Church is somewhat limited in doing, thus the
reason the Lord foresaw this organization was needed in the latter-days.
• Proclaim that a financial plan has been revealed for our day for how a
small group of endowed sisters and youth can lead this movement in their
communities where they are called by the spirit to lead it.
• Proclaim that visible national and international leaders are needed on the
governing board to help with this movement.
• I proclaim that the Lord has witnessed to me that Senator Hatch has been
called to assist with this movement. Please write him and encourage him
to consider prayerfully - this message, as you feel prompted by the spirit.
• Proclaim that many other national leaders are needed to assist in board
leadership roles, bringing unity and diversity to the board, men and
women of passion and visibility from the arts, from the sciences, health
fields, and particularly those promoting the virtues and mission of mothers
raising their children in healthy ways.
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• Proclaim to the LDS community to use social media in positive ways to
learn with those of other faiths — to have and teach - 5 simple principles
of health to families, to be taught with the hand so we may learn from one
another ( in the Church and from other faiths).
• Proclaim that Habitat for Health is the name given by the heavens for his
work on earth to assist Habitat for Humanity in cooperatively building
Simple Living Centers in neighborhoods around the world to assist families
in living food production and storage and to assist communities in
creating a new way of life - (facilities) to sustain our communities through
challenges and changes in our earth during these turbulent political times.
• Proclaim to all the world that God has made health and life simple to
understand so that we may have joy and rejoicing in our posterity and be
ministered to by our living ancestors who reside here on earth with us -as
spiritual beings to assist us.
Please write me for question regarding this work. Facebook and social media can
be a great tool for good.
Sincerely Your servant in this work.
Brother David Cassani

Transitioning to more living foods…
the key is Agency and Choice.
We welcome website contributions on simple ways to bring living food options
into our everyday life now. Living Foods are plant based living foods not heated
over 115 degree F. Fresh foods and vegetables, or dehydrated foods and
vegetables. Consider the following.
1. Add chia seeds and ground flax seed to pancakes. Chia cleans the colon and
this is a good place to begin to cleanse.
2. Add chia to almond milk with pure maple syrup. ( a Good dessert)
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3. Grow herbs inside and add to meals.
4. Place a simple poster on the wall of fresh foods or simply ask which living
foods each in your family desires right now. Find those foods and enjoy them.
Our local grocery store started fresh juices sales made in the store. Be aware
that all juices shipped to stores are required to be boiled or pasturized. This
kills the enzymes and changes many of these drinks to forms of sugar water. I
am not a nutritionist, but my body knows the diﬀerence and really wants fresh
juices. For some other wonderful living foods Click . Click here.
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5. lI learned to make living food crackers with this inexpensive dehyrator. Click
Here. We turned a low cost Oster oven we found at a second hand store for
$10, into an eﬀective dehydrator. Note it has settings below 150 Degrees and
a convection fan settings and I found with a thermometer - I can key the
temperature down and make this oven into a dehydrator for living crackers,
dried fruits, and other living foods.

Please share your own experiences in this journey from eating processed
foods (foods that are much like dust —we might say) to living foods… or
foods bring spiritual, emotional and physical health.
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Below is an article from Avraham Gileadi, with my commentary following.

Does the Book of Mormon Contain
the Fulness of the Gospel?
April 14, 2018
Avraham Gileadi Ph.D.

Although many people believe the Book of Mormon teaches the fulness of
the gospel of Jesus Christ, if you were to ask, “Show me where—chapter
and verse!” they would be hard pressed to point to more than the basic
principles of the gospel, not its fulness. Although the Book of Mormon
does contain the fulness of the gospel (Doctrine & Covenants 20:9; 27:5),
it isn’t to be found by proof texting but by diligently searching its
contents. Many who assume they are living the fulness of the gospel as
found in the Book of Mormon could thus be deceived.

The “doctrine of Christ,” as outlined by Nephi at the end of his ministry
(2 Nephi 31:2, 21; 32:6), encapsulates the basic principles of the gospel.
After relating how an angel showed him the coming of the Lamb of God
and his earthly ministry, Nephi teaches the “strait and narrow path which
leads to eternal life” (2 Nephi 31:18; emphasis added): faith in Jesus
Christ, repentance of sins, baptism for the remission of sins, the baptism
of fire and of the Holy Ghost, and enduring to the end (cf. 2 Nephi 31:9–
21). Here is a synopsis of what Nephi teaches:

“I know that if ye shall follow the Son, with full purpose of heart, acting
no hypocrisy and no deception before God, but with real intent, repenting
of your sins, witnessing unto the Father that ye are willing to take upon
you the name of Christ, by baptism—yea, by following your Lord and
your Savior down into the water, according to his word, behold, then shall
ye receive the Holy Ghost; yea, then cometh the baptism of fire and of the
davidcassani1@mac.com
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Holy Ghost; and then can ye speak with the tongue of angels, and shout
praises unto the Holy One of Israel” (2 Nephi 31:13).

Nephi then follows with these steps for living the gospel: “Wherefore, I
said unto you, feast upon the words of Christ; for behold, the words of
Christ will tell you all things what ye should do. Wherefore, now after I
have spoken these words, if ye cannot understand them it will be because
ye ask not, neither do ye knock; wherefore, ye are not brought into the
light, but must perish in the dark. For behold, again I say unto you that if
ye will enter in by the way, and receive the Holy Ghost, it will show unto
you all things what ye should do” (2 Nephi 32:4–5).

The Spirit forbidding him to say more, Nephi yet tells us more using a
word pattern: “This is the doctrine of Christ, and there will be no more
doctrine given until after he shall manifest himself unto you in the flesh.
And when he shall manifest himself unto you in the flesh, the things which
he shall say unto you shall ye observe to do” (2 Nephi 32:6–7). Nephi’s
recurring theme, “will tell you all things what ye should do” (v 4), “will
show unto you all things what ye should do” (v 5), and “which he shall
say unto you shall ye observe to do” (v 6), says it all.

In other words, Nephi is teaching the principle of spiritual advancement
from one phase to the next. Whether Christ manifests himself to his
people as Jehovah before his coming in the flesh or as their Savior after
his coming has the same effect: those to whom he manifests himself and
tells what they shall “observe to do” are persons who have advanced
through the first two phases to qualify for the last. Like the five wise
virgins who “received the truth, and have taken the Holy Spirit for their
guide” (Doctrine & Covenants 45:57), they get to know him personally.

Therein lies the fulness of the gospel of Jesus Christ. But it isn’t written in
such a way that we can prooftext it from the scripture. That the Spirit
prevents Nephi from saying more at that point (2 Nephi 32:7) tells us that
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more is given by Christ himself. It exists in the backstories of Book of
Mormon heroes who followed the same pattern of proceeding beyond the
first “principles of the doctrine of Christ” and “going on to
perfection” (Hebrews 6:1), passing through the purification and
sanctification process until he revealed himself to them personally.

So did Nephi, “unto whom ye look as a king or a protector, and on whom
ye depend for safety” (2 Nephi 6:2), as he fulfilled the proxy role of a
savior to his people under the terms of the Davidic Covenant (cf. 2 Nephi
33:3–4). So did the Brother of Jared in his role of proxy savior when,
throughout his travels, he “did call upon the name of the Lord for his
brethren who were with him” (Ether 2:15). So did Helaman in his proxy
role of savior to two thousand stripling warriors. And so did King Mosiah
who served as surety for his missionary sons.

The sons of Mosiah converted thousands of Lamanites to the truth
precisely because “they had waxed strong in the knowledge of the truth;
for they were men of a sound understanding and they had searched the
scriptures diligently, that they might know the word of God. But this is not
all; they had given themselves to much prayer, and fasting; therefore they
had the spirit of prophecy, and the spirit of revelation, and when they
taught, they taught with power and authority of God” (Alma 17:2–3).
God therefore had respect to the covenants they had made with him.

Translated persons in the Book of Mormon, such as Nephi the son of
Helaman—who “with unwearyingness declared the word” of God in a
time of evil, and yet “hast not sought thine own life, but hast sought my
will, and to keep my commandments” (Helaman 10:4)—and Jesus’ three
Nephites disciples, who “desired that ye might bring the souls of men
unto me, while the world shall stand” (3 Nephi 28:9), confirm this
pattern. In their exemplary lives and saving ministries we indeed find the
fulness of the gospel of Jesus Christ as contained in the Book of Mormon.
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Commentary:
Simply stated the Book of Mormon speaks of our journey in learning to
follow Christ and live in this world- passing spiritual tests of trust in God
and trust in our divine nature —in contrast to our natural man tendencies
designed within all of us. Our challenge is to raise the level of the world
to new levels of cooperation, new levels of honesty and teamwork work
and new levels of honesty with our journey within. Life can be simple.
Three Kingdoms are clear, the Community kingdom, the kingdom within,
and Church kingdom.
Regarding our Community Kingdom, will we see or receive vision in
making our places of employment closer to a heavenly vision of Zion?
Change can happen from the top down, and more often happens through
the bottom up.
Regarding our Kingdom within, will we choose the ways of man or the
ways of trusting in divine guidance both within and from God. Will we
follow natural man tendencies or be honest about raising organizations
to new levels - whatever positions we are in.

With the Church, will be honest with others, with discussing the gospel
and sharing what we are prompted to share.
As we follow God, and lead others - either in community realms or
Church realms, we do not necessarily need a title or ordination. though
organization need order, leadership happens at all levels of an
organization. Leadership is the potential within all to move the groups in
a forward path. All voices are needed.
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How does the kingdom within function with this leadership effort?
Divinely guided when we us correct principles. Our Simple Living
Centers are within, and become a compass for change and sense the
needed timing of such. We can learn to trust in the timing of our hearts,
trust in the revelation and impressions to our minds as they may come, or
areas of will (the neck) as they are revealed when choices are needed.
Learnign to trust in choosing a higher will or our personal will manifest
in my neck (5) and heart (4) areas working together. God becomes a part
of our team to help fight the battles that need to be fought …not in man’s
time, but in heavens ways and with heavens support and divine love.

For those who are not familiar with Dr. Gileadi, here is an important
website you tube video to watch. Click here. Be patient, as major
messages come at the end.
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